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By Gry Hasselbalch and Pernille Tranberg (organizers of the roundtable) 
 
Participants: 

 Christian Ingemann, Solobeta 

 Henrik Chulu Solobeta 

 Per Mejer, IT lawyer Actaadvokater.dk 

 Marianne D Nyegaard, IT Lawyer, Actaadvokater.dk 

 Stephan Engberg, Sikkerheds-og privacy ekspert, http://www.priway.com 

 Irina Shklovski, Assciate professor IT-University. http://www.itu.dk/people/irsh/ 

 Lucca Rossi, Assistant professor, IT-University 

 Morten Klank, co-founder and CEO Rushfiles http://rushfiles.com  

 Grit Munk, chefkonsulent, The Dansih Society of Engineers, http://www.ida.dk  

 Gitte Stald, Associate professor IT-Univeristy https://pure.itu.dk/portal/en/persons/gitte-
bang-stald%28b752c464-c7fb-4a52-a0c3-3b2d3db5d62f%29.html  

 Sigrid Wilbeck, The Danish Business Associaliton, https://data.virk.dk/  

 Pernille Tranberg, The Danish Business Association, erst.dk and Digital Identitet, 
www.digital-identitet.dk and License2share.dk  

 Cathrin Frisemo, digital life, workplace and other of www.wifl.se   

 Gry Hasselbalch Lapenta, Mediamocracy.org, co-founder of Global Privacy as 
Innovation Network.  

 Marianne Steen, founder of Prodii, prodii.com and License2share.dk  
 
 
The first privacy as innovation round table in Copenhagen was held at the IT University with the 
participation of selected experts from an interdisciplinary field.  The round table was organized 
by Gry Hasselbalch, Pernille Tranberg, Solobeta and the IT University of Copenhagen in the 
framework of the Global Privacy as Innovation Network.   
 
Description of topic of discussion: Online privacy is an area full of opportunities. Ownership 
and control over data is an increasing demand among internet users and it is the basis of some 
of the most innovative online services right now. But in the last few months we have seen a 
number of cases where users’ data has been leaked or tracked through some of the new 
services that explicitly promise users’ control over online privacy. The cases have spotlighted 
online privacy as a total solution that includes everything from the technical solution, business 
model and ownership of data, big data ethics, organizational structure as well as culture, society 
and law. As such the aim of the first Privacy as Innovation round table in Copenhagen is in its 
core about clearing the table and meeting new requirements in new ways with a view on privacy 
as a basis for innovation.  
 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE DISCUSSION (based on shared notes from the participants):  
 
Fundamentally privacy is not about data protection. It is too late. Privacy is about power through 
data control and individual sovereignty. 
 
Three basic requirements: 
    Digital Transaction Isolation (unlinkabillity) 
    Individual control of value chains through contextualization non-linkable digital spaces 
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    Tech designed to be adaptive runtime 
     
This is not a theoretical problem, but a political problem: power concentration undermining both 
business (markets) and society (state). 
 
Design technology so power cannot concentrate. 
 
Identification is the core of the problem. Anonymity is not the goal. Accountability doesn't require 
identity. 
 
Contextual identity: You are not a number.  
 
Citizens should never be identified. 
 
It's not about the amount of data (history). It's about the next transaction. Forward secrecy? 
 

We have a theoretical problem – there is no common definition of privacy. What is personal 

data? Deeply contextual. Privacy is interpersonal and relational: Why and who do you disclose 
information to. Ownership of data and privacy are two different but connected concepts. 
 
Technologies produce information about us, creating new accountabilities (relational: 
accountable to someone). 
 
We regulate relational practices. How do we actually study this? Metrics: risk, harm, opportunity 

How do children e.g. perceive risk? What are the “ privacy practices”? How do we empower 

social practices? 
 
Data can be a commodity or social capital. Value: money or credibility. 
 
Words matter. There is no common language to talk about privacy. The language of data 
protection e.g. limits our thinking and policy making about privacy. Privacy is about data 
ownership, empowerment, boundary management. 
 
Ind.ie is an example of an approach that deals with privacy as innovation as a total solution that 
address cultural, technical, organizational, design etc. aspects in the development of a solution 
and should therefore be looked to as an example of a principled approach. 
 
Privacy is the new black, the next green movement. It is is increasingly a demand among users. 
 
Pragmatic steps: 
 
Companies such as Lego have their own id-systems to protect their customers. 
 
EU can change tracking by default to privacy by default 
 
Asking about privacy on social networks is like asking prisoners about liberty 
 
We make a lot of assumptions (= the mother of all fuckups). We are not questioning our 
mindsets, the basic assumption. Innovation is changing the basics, not adding more stuff. 
 



 

 

But unlearning is hard... 
 
 
Next steps:  
 
Clean the table. Privacy as innovation is about meeting new requirements in new ways. Not 
building on old solutions and assumptions.  
 

There is e.g. a need to move beyond “discoursive silos” (the technical, legal and cultural etc) 

and use a common language regarding privacy/security. Interdisciplinary round tables like this 
are crucial to this aim. 
 
The mapping of new innovative services built on user empowerment , privacy, security and 
control has already been initiated (please follow and contribute to the hash tag 
#privacyasinnovation).  One approach could be to use this map of services to analyse the 

services’ foundational principles and approaches to e.g. data ownership, encryption/zero 

knowledge, privacy and security etc. and in this way build practical and tested shared principles 
for privacy as innovation.  
 
Round tables as this will be planned throughout the upcoming year in fora such as the IGF, 
Eurodig etc.  
 
Next step will be round tables that move beyond the meta discussions regarding privacy as 
innovation and discuss specific topics and themes in detail.  See and comment on suggestions 
for topics that need more detailed discussion in the link below.  
 
Please contribute on: https://pad.bitbureauet.dk/p/privacyasinnovationroundtable 
 
Please see more on www.privacyasinnovation .wordpress.com 
 
Contact Gry (privacyasinnovation@mediamocracy.neomailbox.ch)  or Pernille (mail@digital-
identitet.dk) for more info.  
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